POSITIVITY • RESPECT • OPENNESS

Finally the time has come: you are one of the first students to
move into the new Horizon building, venturing into ‘new worlds’.
The Horizon building is a beautiful building with modern study
facilities, but still partly under construction. That’s why things may
get somewhat chaotic at the beginning. We’ve gathered a few tips
for you to help you settle in quickly. Many thanks in advance for
your understanding and your patience.
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 ind the small but important difference in building names in your study
M
timetable: the H-building (to be called Ocean building in the future) and
the Horizon building (Ho-building) are two different buildings.
Behind the current H-building there’s a tent for all lectures originally
scheduled in the chapel (Horizon building), because this chapel is not
entirely finished yet. You can find this location in your time table described
as Tent LH temporary.
The N-building is closed, as are the car park and bicycle racks outside this
building. The entrance of the Horizon building for bicycles and pedestrians
is situated at the front of the Horizon building at Hopmansstraat. Mopeds

and cargo bicycles can be parked to the front of the current H-building.
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 hances are that you’ll walk the wrong way every now and then. Do not
C
despair. Start searching in time. Keep the floor plans of the Horizon building
in your bag during the next few months and you’ll be fine!
Breda University of Applied Sciences is an international organisation. Our
language of communication is English.

In the development of the campus, we have opted for a green approach.
Where we used to hop into our cars, we now might have to consider other
options, such as public transport or cycling. Buses 5, 7 and 8 depart from
Breda Central Station, taking you to Hopmansstraat in less than no time.
The new smartcard can be used for printing or to get coffee. The smartcard
will be sent to your home address or you will receive an e-mail with instructions
from the Service Desk to collect your smartcard.
Your smartcard is also used to rent a locker, but for this purpose you will
need a subscription first. This subscription can be arranged via the Service
Desk. You can rent a locker for one month (€5), six months (€12.50) or
one year (€25).
Looking for a lecturer? Lecturers can be reached easily via your
Outlook e-mail system. Type in his or her name and the right e-mail
address will pop up automatically. The staff office is not open to students.
You can arrange to meet your lecturer in the community zones and
study landscapes.
We want to keep our new building clean and tidy. That’s why food and
drinks are only allowed in the large and small atriums on the ground floor.
In the classrooms and study areas, water is the only drink allowed.
Smoking? Well, it’s best if you don’t
smoke at all, but the temporary
smoking zone is situated to the side
of the Horizon building.
Would you like a tour of the new
building? These are available on
Monday 3 and Tuesday 4 September
at: 10:00 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. / 12:00 p.m.
/ 1:00 p.m. The tours start at the
Meeting Point in the large atrium on
the first floor of the Horizon building.

Do you have
any questions?
Please feel free to contact
the service desk. We are
located near the large
atrium on the ground floor
and can be reached via
+31 76 533 22 33 or e-mail:
ServiceDesk@buas.nl

Horizon building
Mgr. Hopmansstraat 2
4817 JS Breda
Phone +31(0)76 533 2203

business hours
Monday to Thursday:
7:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
in case of emergency
Call internal phone number
+31(0)76 533 2112.

